


The Red Mat
Gentle Art in Paradise



The Red Mat
Daily FREE Jiu-Jitsu Training for kids and adults

For Beginners and Advanced 



Jiu-Jitsu & Capoeira

JANUARY: On the Red Mat this month 

ALISON SANTOS MARQUES

Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Fighter, Black Belt 3 stripes, Professional MMA 

fighter (ONE Championship), Black Belt 2 stipes in Judo, Brown Belt in 

Karate and Capoeira Practitioner.

January 27 till January 31st

Daily Jiu-Jitsu Training

Daily Beach Capoeira Sessions

Daily Scheduled Activities and a Seminar



LUCAS ALVES LEPRI

Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Fighter one of the most decorated competitors in 

the sport in lightweight division with and without gi. He won 8 

times IBJJF World Jiu-Jitsu Championship, Pan American 

Championship, European Championship and Brazilian National Jiu-

Jitsu Championship. He also won Nogi World Jiu-Jitsu Championship 

and Nogi Pan American Championship multiple times. 

3rd – 7th February

He will be on vacation with his family and will join our trainings 

daily to share some of his amazing techniques (this is not a seminar 

as Lucas will be on vacation).

FEBRUARY: On the Red Mat this month 

Jiu-Jitsu



ANDRE GALVAO

Andre Galvao is a 4th Degree Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Black Belt who is 

regarded as one of the greatest competitors ever lived.  He 

conquered through important titles such as IBJJF World 

Championship, IBJJF Pan American Championship (8 times) and 

ADCC Championship (2 times) Andre also competed in MMA and 

has retired from Cage fighting. Currently heading ATOS Jiu-Jitsu 

Academy that established one of the strongest teams in modern 

era of the sport.  

POSTPONED

Andre and Angelica Galvao will be spending their holidays with us. 

Andre will join us on the red mat to share a few of his amazing 

techniques (this is not a seminar as Lucas will be on vacation).

MARCH: On the Red Mat this month 

Jiu-Jitsu



MARCUS “BUCHECHA” ALMEIDA

Marcus Almeida, also known as “Buchecha” (or Bochecha), is 

a Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu black belt under Rodrigo Cavaca and a 

member of the Checkmat BJJ academy, being widely regarded as 

the greatest grappler of his generation and arguably of all time in 

the sport of BJJ. His reputation is backed by his 6 IBJJF World 

Championship open weight titles, being the record holder of 

absolute gold medals at the ‘Mundial’ after breaking Roger 

Gracie‘s previous record (3) back in 2016. 

21st – 28th March

Marcus will be spending a week here with us on vacation. No 

doubt he will stop by on the Red Mat to show us few of his 

favorite techniques.

We are looking forward to spend time with the Champ.

MARCH: On the Red Mat this month 

Jiu-Jitsu



Master RICARDO HERRIOT “Americano” - Coral Belt

He started Martial Arts with Judo at age of 7. At age of 20, he started to 

train Jiu-Jitsu at the academy of Carlson Gracie Junior. He received his 

black belt 1986.  Currently holding a Coral Belt, one of the highest ranks in 

Jiu-Jitsu. He competed in many competitions including first two mondials

where he won bronze medals. He trained with legendary fighters such as 

Carlson, Rickson, Rilion, Royler, Rigan Machado, Jean Jacque Machado, 

Gordo, Teixera & Marcelo Behring. He is the first Coral Belt of Master Rilion

Gracie, son of Grand Master Carlson Gracie.

Also an actor and a businessman he resides in beautiful city of Rio De 

Janeiro. 

Master Ricardo will be visiting us in Mid April. He will spend 8 days in 

Maldives where he will share not only classic Jiu Jitsu techniques but also 

tales from early days of the Gentle Art in Brazil and how to use Jiu-Jitsu in 

our daily life to remain fit and focused.  He will be the highest rank Jiu-

Jitsu athlete to set foot on the Red Mat.

We are looking forward to welcome Master Ricardo Herriot Americano

8th – 16th April

APRIL: On the Red Mat this month 

Jiu-Jitsu




